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USE WILLS

TO MAXIMIZE

FAMILY

With proper drafting, wills can be tailored to carry out the testator's Intent with respect to
asset disposition and management while making efficient use of estate tax saving provisions .

PROTECTION AND

MINIMIZE TAX

JOSEPH R POZZUOLO and LISA M. LASSOFF, Attorneys

I

ndividuals with no wills, particularly
those with substantial assets, maybe fol-
lowing a path that will lead to extra com-
plications and financial burdens for their
families . The financial implications extend

to owing more tax than necessary, increasing costs
of estate administration, and diverting assets to
unintended heirs . Therefore, tax advisors can serve
their clients well by pointing out the tax and non-
tax advantages of executing a will . This infor-
mation should include the following topics :

Why the will is one of the most important
documents executed during a person's life-
time .
Special provisions that should be included
in the will to protect and safeguard the
family.
How to properly execute and protect the
will .
How to avoid unnecessary estate taxes by
properly planning the disposition of prop-
erty through a will .

Importance of will
If a person dies without a will (i .e ., intestate) or
leaves a will that is partially or entirely ineffec-
tive to pass his or her property, property owned
by the decedent at death will pass in accordance
with the applicable state intestate act . This can
cause much hardship and inconvenience to the
decedent's spouse . Contrary to common belief
and as illustrated below, a surviving spouse does
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not automatically inherit the entire estate . In most
states, the law provides that children or certain
relatives are entitled to up to two-thirds of the
property. Pennsylvania and New Jersey intestacy
statutes are used below to illustrate the unintended
results that can accompany dying without a will .

Pennsylvania intestate law . In Pennsylvania,
the intestate share of a decedent's surviving spouse
is the first $30,000 plus one-half of the balance
of the estate if (1) the decedent has no issue (i .e.,
descendants) but is survived by a parent or par-
ents, or (2) the decedent is survived by issue who
are issue of the surviving spouse .' If the dece-
dent has issue who are not issue of the surviv-
ing spouse, the surviving spouse will receive
one-half of the estate .' The surviving spouse will
receive the entire estate only if there is no sur-
viving issue or parent of the decedent .

The balance of the estate not passing to the
surviving spouse will pass in the following
order :
1 . To the issue of the decedent .
2. To the parents of the decedent if there are

no surviving issue .
3. To the decedent's brothers and sisters, or

their issue, if there are no surviving par-
ents .

4. To the decedent's grandparents if none of
the above-mentioned persons survive .

JOSEPH R . POZZUOLO is the senior shareholder of Pozzuolo
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5 . To the decedent's uncles, aunts, and their
children and grandchildren if none of the
above-mentioned persons survive .

6. To the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in
default of all the above-mentioned
persons .'
Example. Fred died intestate in Pennsylvania

in February 2004, owning $2 million of assets in
his sole name. His intention was to leave all of
his property to his wife, Jill, on his death . Fred
was survived by his wife, Jill, and his two minor
children, Lou and Lily. Under the Pennsylvania
intestacy statute, Jill inherits $1,015,000 ($30,000
+ .5 ($2,000,000 - $30,000)) of Fred's assets . Lou
and Lily will inherit the remaining $985,000 of
Fred's assets. The inheritance by Fred's minor chil-
dren results in the need for a court-appointed
guardian to manage the minors' property.

If Fred died with a will (i .e ., testate), he could
have left all of his property to his wife, Jill, and
on her subsequent death, to his children, Lou and
Lily. Furthermore, Fred could have avoided the
need for judicial appointment of a guardian of
his minor children's property and the bond,
accounting, and judicial supervision that follow
such appointment .
NewJersey intestate law. In New Jersey, the intes-

tate share of a decedent's surviving spouse is the
first $50,000 plus one-half of the balance of the
estate if (1) the decedent has no issue but is sur-
vived by a parent or parents, or (2) the decedent
is survived by issue who are issue of the surviv-
ing spouse.` If the decedent has issue who are not
issue of the surviving spouse, the surviving spouse
will receive one-half of the estate . As in Penn-
sylvania, the surviving spouse will receive the
entire estate only if there is no surviving issue
or parent of the decedent . The balance of the estate
not passing to the surviving spouse will pass in
the same order as explained above for Pennsyl-
vania intestacy.'

Most states' intestate laws are liberal in allow-
ing even distant relatives of the decedent to inherit
his or her property. Therefore, the decedent's rel-
atives may well inherit a portion of the decedent's
estate when the decedent had no intention of leav-
ing such relatives any portion of his or her estate .

Example . Harry and Sally, a childless couple
whose parents predeceased them, resided in Penn-
sylvania and had $2 million in assets, including
stocks, bonds, savings accounts, a home in
Pennsylvania, and a small restaurant business .
As the result of a fatal car accident Harry died
instantly, and Sally survived him by several
hours. Neither Harry nor Sally had wills .
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Because Sally survived Harry by several
hours, all of their jointly held property passed
to her. On Sally's death, this property passed to
her sole heir, her brother
Jerry, as she had no chil-
dren, and her parents pre-
deceased her. Harry never
got along with Jerry, and
Jerry was the last person in
the world that he wanted as
a beneficiary of his assets .
Neither of Harry's two chil-
dren from a previous marriage inherit any of
Harry's jointly held assets ; they get only his per-
sonal belongings that were not held jointly with
Sally.

Appointment of executor and trustee

A testator can select a person of his or her own
choice to administer his or her estate (i .e ., the
executor or executrix) through the creation of
a will . The executor is responsible for :
•

	

Collecting all the estate's assets .
•

	

Determining any claims made against these
assets .
Paying estate debts .
Filing any required returns, which could
include the federal estate tax return, a state
inheritance and estate tax return, federal
and state fiduciary income tax returns, and
the decedent's final income tax return .
Distributing the assets to the beneficiaries
designated under the will .
A testator (i.e ., the person executing a will)

should always designate a substitute/successor
executor in the event his or her designated
executor is unable or unwilling to serve . The court
will generally accept the person designated as
executor unless he or she is unable or unwilling
to act. In Pennsylvania, an individual is unable
to serve as an executor if he or she is not at least
18 years of age, has been convicted of a felony,
or is mentally incompetent.` In addition, state law
may impose restrictions on nonresidents . If a per-
son dies intestate or the person's executor is unable
or unwilling to serve, and the person did not des-
ignate a successor executor, the court will
appoint an individual to administer the decedent's
estate .

A person may also provide for the designa-
tion and appointment of a trustee in his or her
will to manage the income and principal of any
trust established by him or her. As mentioned with
respect to the appointment of an executor, a per-
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son should always designate a substitute/successor
trustee in the event his or her designated trustee
is unable or unwilling to serve .

A person should consider the appointment of
a corporate fiduciary to administer his or her estate
and testamentary trust assets . A corporate fidu-
ciary can provide professional management
and investment of the estate and trust assets,
thereby protecting a person's family from
unsound investment policies. In addition, a
corporate fiduciary has unlimited life and no bias ;
is under governmental supervision ; makes a busi-
ness of administering estates and trusts, employ-
ing experienced and trained individuals whose
only business is administering estates and trusts ;
and offers savings and economy, resulting from
its knowledge, experience, and equipment .

Planning tip. If a corporate trustee is appointed,
the will may include a provision that the testa-
tor's surviving spouse, and if the surviving
spouse is unable or unwilling, the testator's
children by majority/unanimous consent, will have
the right to remove any corporate trustee and
replace it with another corporate trustee . A will
should also incorporate a provision allowing the
testator's individual fiduciary to negotiate the fee
of the corporate fiduciary .

Waiver of the bonding requirement

A person may also provide in his or her will that
the executor can serve without posting a per-
formance bond . This provision will signifi-
cantly reduce the estate administration expenses .
The statutes regarding the face amount of the bond
fall into three general categories for court-
appointed administrators :
1 . Those leaving the amount to the court's

discretion .
2. Those following the traditional rule that

the bond must be in a sum equal to double
the value of the estate (generally including
the personal estate and the annual income
from real estate) .

3. Those stipulating a fixed ratio less than the
traditional one .
Following the traditional rule, a $2 million

estate will pay an annual premium of approxi-
mately $3,600 for a $4 million bond . The bond,
which is intended to protect the heirs, must be
renewed annually until the estate is settled ; its
cost must be paid either out of the estate or out
of the administrator's fees .

Example . Oliver has total assets of $300,000,
including a house, a car, some bonds, and sev-
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eral bank accounts . If Oliver died without a will,
his court-appointed administrator would be
required to purchase and pay for a performance
bond to guarantee that he or she exercised
proper judgment and did not wrongfully dissi-
pate the estate assets . The cost of this bond would
be paid out of the estate's assets .

Protecting particular family needs
A parent can provide for the individual needs and
desires of his or her family and other persons who
maybe deserving of the parent's generosity after
his or her death by means of a will . A will allows
special allocations that can provide for special
financial security to a dependent or a disabled
child, or compensate a more deserving child . For
example, instead of dividing assets equally
among all children, a parent may want to devote
a greater share of his or her estate to providing
for the care, maintenance, and supervision of a
physically or mentally disabled child .

This child maybe unable to care and provide
for himself or herself throughout his or her entire
life. If the parent dies intestate, the court will
appoint an administrator for the parent's estate
who cannot take into consideration this child's
particular situation in distributing the parents'
assets . Therefore, a parent should have a will to
ensure his or her wishes to provide special care
and financial security for a disabled child are effec-
tuated .

Minor children. An outright inheritance by a
minor, if it occurs on the parent's death without
a will, results in the need for a court-appointed
guardian to manage the minor's property. How-
ever, a will allows a parent to dispense not only
with the need for judicial appointment of a
guardian of the minor's property, but also with
the bond, accounting, and judicial supervision
that follow such appointment . On the other hand,
if a spouse dies intestate and his or her child hap-
pens to receive an outright inheritance, the fol-
lowing will result :
•

	

The property will belong to the minor .
•

	

The minor's use of the property is
restricted until he or she reaches the age of
majority.
A social worker must approve the surviving
spouse, if alive, as a suitable guardian for
the minor's property.

•

	

The court-appointed guardian is required
to make periodic reports to the court until
the minor reaches the age of majority .
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The court-appointed guardian must seek
court approval prior to any substantial
expenditures on the minor's behalf.
The minor has a right to demand and
receive a complete accounting from the
court-appointed guardian of all financial
transactions involving his or her assets as
soon as he or she attains the age of major-
ity.
The court-appointed guardian is required
to purchase a performance bond to guar-
antee faithful performance each and every
year.
In addition, a testator can specify a guardian

for the minor's person in his or her will . This
guardian appointment is in contrast to the
appointment of a guardian for the property of the
minor. If the testator appoints a guardian for the
minor's person, he or she should consider such
guardian's age and ability to care for such child
and consider a successor guardian in the event
the designated guardian is unable or unwilling
to serve . Some testators provide that the desig-
nated guardian has the right to appoint a successor
guardian in writing if he or she is unable or unwill-
ing to serve .

Avoiding unnecessary taxation

Dying without a will may cost the estate unnec-
essary taxes because it means leaving assets and
affairs to chance (i .e ., subjecting dispositions to
state intestacy laws, rather than the testator's spe-
cific intent) . Intestacy may also cost the estate
unnecessary taxes because the surviving spouse
receives less than the full amount he or she could
have received estate tax-free through a marital
deduction (discussed below) . Further, state
intestacy laws govern who receives the decedent's
property without regard to any state inheritance
tax consequences to the heirs or the decedent's
estate, as illustrated below.

Example . In Pennsylvania, Marvin dies intes-
tate with a $2 million estate. Marvin does not have
any children, and both his parents predeceased
him. Marvin is survived by his wife, Wilma, and
two brothers, Jim and Jed . As Marvin's surviv-
ing spouse, Wilma will receive the first $30,000
of the estate plus one-half of the balance of the
estate ($985,000 .) taxable at the spousal inher-
itance tax rate of 0% . However, Marvin's broth-
ers, Jim and Jed,will each receive $492,500 . Their
inheritance is taxable at the sibling inheritance
tax rate of 12%. Thus, Marvin's estate will pay a
total of $118,200 in Pennsylvania inheritance taxes .
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If Marvin had executed a will, he could have
passed his $2 million estate to his wife, Wilma,
and his estate would have been taxed at the spousal
rate of 0% . In this case, Marvin's wishes would
have been effectuated, and his family would have
saved over $118,000 in Pennsylvania inheritance
taxes .

Example . In Pennsylvania, Henry dies intes-
tate with a $2 million estate . Henry is survived
by his wife, Henna, and his two children, Hal and
Halley. Henry's parents predeceased him. Henna
will receive the first $30,000 of the estate plus one-
half of the balance of the estate ($985,000 .), tax-
able at the spousal inheritance tax rate of 0% . Hal
and Halleywill each receive $492,500, taxable at
the lineal inheritance tax rate of 4.5%. Therefore,
Henry's estate will pay a total of $44,325 in Penn-
sylvania inheritance taxes .

If Henry died with a will, he could have passed
his $2 million estate to his wife, Henna, taxable
at the spousal rate of zero (0%) percent and then
on her subsequent death, to his children, Hal and
Halley. In this case, Henry's wishes would have
been effectuated and the family would have saved
over $44,000 in Pennsylvania inheritance taxes .

Example . In Pennsylvania, George dies intes-
tate with a $2 million estate . George's wife,
Gina, and both his parents survive him. George
does not have any children . Gina will receive the
first $30,000 of the estate plus one-half of the bal-
ance of the estate ($985,000) taxable at the
spousal inheritance tax rate of 0% . However,
George's parents or the survivor of them will
receive the remainder of their son's estate
($985,000) taxable at a 4 .5% percent inheritance
tax rate . Thus, the inheritance tax is $44,325 . In
addition, the parents' receipt of the $985,000 may
be an unwelcome and unproductive addition to
their estate, causing unfavorable tax conse-
quences .

A major goal in estate planning is to distrib-
ute property to future generations in order to avoid
double estate taxation on the same property. In
the above example, the distribution of George's
property defeats this principle and is taxed as fol-
lows:
1 . The property is first taxed in George's

estate, and his estate will pay approximately
$44,000 in inheritance taxes .

2. The property will be taxed in the estate of
the parents or the survivor of them .

3 . The property will likely pass to George's
brothers on his surviving parent's death
(which will likely occur soon after George's
death) .
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A proper estate plan can minimize losses from
unnecessary taxes, both income and estate, by
simply taking advantage of existing laws . Gen-
erally, very little can be accomplished without the
aid of a will .

Special will provisions
Various special provisions can be included in a
will to protect and safeguard the testator's fam-
ily.

Spendthrift clause . The interests of any ben-
eficiary under the will can be protected from his
or her own indiscretions by the use of a spend-
thrift provision . A spendthrift provision prevents
the beneficiary from anticipating his or her rights
to the property. The beneficiary is paid out of his
or her interest. There is a corresponding restraint
on involuntary transfers by legal process that have
the effect of anticipation . Therefore, by the
insertion of a spendthrift clause, a beneficiary's
interest will be free and clear of his or her debts,
contracts, engagements and assignments and may
not be liable to any levy, attachment, or execu-
tion by the beneficiary's creditors while held by
the decedent's executor or trustee .

Education and cars of a minor. As mentioned
above, minor beneficiaries may be unable to man-
age their inheritance properly. In fact, the law pre-
sumes that they are unable to manage their
inheritance and requires the appointment of a
guardian on behalf of the minor . A will can pro-
vide for the care and maintenance of the minor
and his or her property without the intervention
of the court .

For instance, a will can establish a trust that
is funded with all real or personal property pass-
ing to a minor under any provision of the will .
A testator may direct that his or her executor, or
a specifically named trustee, retain such prop-
erty, in trust, to use and apply as much of the net
income or principal as may be necessary for the
minor's support, well-being, and education with
the balance of the principal and any accumulated
income to pass to the minor on attaining the age
of majority or at a later age selected by the tes-
tator. Moreover, an individual can instruct that
such payments be made without the involvement
of a guardian and that the executor or trustee serve
without bond or security in any jurisdiction .

Trust for a disabled individual . Like the above-
mentioned trust for a minor, a testator may also
make special provision for a beneficiary who,
although having attained the age of majority, may
be incompetent to manage financial problems due
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to advanced age, illness, or physical or mental
handicap. The testator may direct that his or her
executor or a specifically named trustee retain
such real or personal property passing to such
beneficiary, in trust, to use and apply as much
of the net income or principal as may be neces-
sary for the beneficiary's welfare, support, edu-
cation, or emergency needs with the balance of
income and principal being paid to such bene-
ficiary if and when he or she no longer suffers
from the disability .

Planning tip. The testator should give the execu-
tor or trustee the additional power under this trust
to apply or pay the funds directly for the bene-
ficiary's benefit to the beneficiary's parent or
guardian or to any person or organization car-
ing for the beneficiary . The testator may also waive
the bonding requirement for the executor or
trustee .

Property with sentimental value . Many family
disputes arise concerning the distribution of per-
sonal items owned by the decedent . This is not
due to their monetary value, but rather to the sen-
timental value and emotional attachment to such
items . Therefore, it is advisable that the testator
make specific provision for the bequest of such
personal effects .

A testator can also add a provision to his or
her will that permits the executor and beneficiaries
to follow any memorandum made by the testa-
tor directing the disposition of all or any part of
the testator's personal or household articles . A
memorandum can be very beneficial because it
may be modified or destroyed at any time with-
out having to draft a new will or codicil . (A cod-
icil is a supplement or an addition to a will ; it may
explain, modify, add to, subtract from, qualify,
alter, restrain, or revoke provisions in a will .) The
memorandum can be typed, signed, and dated,
or written by hand and dated, and kept with a
person's will. Such memorandum would be
incorporated into a person's will by reference .

Appointment of a guardian of the person . A tes-
tator should consider the appointment of a
guardian of the person of a minor in the following
circumstances :
•

	

Both natural parents die simultaneously .
•

	

A sole surviving parent dies .
•

	

The surviving parent is unable or unwilling
to care for the minor child .

•

	

The surviving spouse subsequently dies
while the child is a minor without nomi-
nating a guardian for the minor .
A parent may nominate the person he or she

desires to serve as guardian of the minor child
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in his or her will. It is advisable that the parent
provide for a successor guardian of the minor in
the event the designated person is unable or
unwilling to serve, or provide that the designated
guardian can appoint his or her successor in writ-
ing if unable or unwilling to serve . If a parent
neglects to nominate a person to serve as
guardian/successor guardian and relatives and
friends cannot agree as to who will act as
guardian, a court proceeding will be brought to
designate the guardian . Furthermore, the pro-
bate court has the power to appoint someone other
than a relative or friend as guardian of the minor
child .

Grant the executor sufficient powers . The
executor appointed in a will is generally a
trusted relative, friend, attorney, or bank-
someone who has been close to the decedent while
alive. As mentioned previously, the executor is
often permitted to act without the posting of a
performance bond. To enable the executor to act
in the best interests of the estate and the dece-
dent's beneficiaries and to allow the executor to
quickly adjust and react to the economic reali-
ties surrounding the decedent's estate at the time
of death, the testator should expressly give his
or her executor powers above and beyond those
provided and granted by law without constant
court intervention . Examples of such powers that
should be explicitly granted to the executor are :
1 . To retain indefinitely any part of the estate,

real or personal, which is or may become
unproductive or, in the executor's own dis-
cretion, sell the same .

2. To retain all stocks, bonds, and investments
owned by the decedent and to invest and
reinvest in other stocks, bonds, invest-
ments, common trust funds operated by a
corporate fiduciary or any affiliate of it
without being confined to what is com-
monly known as "legal investments" and to
sell or transfer the same either in person or
by an attorney.

3. To sell any and all real estate for such price
or prices and on such terms and conditions
as the executor may deem best.

4. To make distributions in cash or kind or
partly in each .

5 . To repair, alter, lease, and re-lease for any
period any real or personal property, and
to give options for leases notwithstanding
the term of the original lease .

6. To conduct any business that becomes part
of the estate or any trust set up by the will
for such period as the executor may deem
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proper with the power to borrow money,
pledge assets, or to delegate such powers to
sell the business, or any part or asset of it at
public or private sale, on whatever terms he
or she deems best .

7. To dissolve any corporation or carry on the
business as the executor deems appropriate
in his or her sole discretion.

8 . To keep cash in a bank uninvested, if
deemed advisable for the protection of the
principal .

9 . To borrow money from any person, includ-
ing any fiduciary, and mortgage or pledge
any property.

10. To employ and pay the compensation of
accountants, legal counsel, investment
advisors, and other agents .

11 . In dealing with the stock of any close cor-
poration, any partnership, limited part-
nership, limited liability company, or any
other business interest forming a part of
the estate :
•

	

disregard any principle of investment
diversification and to retain any part or all
of such interest as long as he or she consid-
ers it advisable to do so .
•

	

sell any part or all of such interest at
such time or times, for such prices, to such
persons (including persons who are fidu-
ciaries or beneficiaries) and on such terms
and conditions as he or she may think
desirable .
•

	

delegate authority to any director, stock-
holder, manager, agent, partner, or
employee; and to approve payment from
the business of adequate compensation to
any such person .
•

	

borrow money from any banking
department regardless of any rule of law
with respect to conflict of interest .
•

	

make additional investments in any
such business if such action seems desir-
able for the best interests of the estate and
the beneficiaries thereof .
•

	

carry out any agreements that may have
been entered into with respect to the pur-
chase, sale, or alienation of the shares of
stock or other securities of any such busi-
ness .
In short, in making decisions, the executor
should have the same freedom of action
that the decedent had during his or her life-
time .
The above enumerated powers, in conjunc-

tion with the powers conferred on the executor
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by law, allow the executor to protect the estate
assets and provide the executor with the flexi-
bility to manage the estate . Note, however, that
the estate is always protected because the execu-
tor must always act in the best interests of the
estate. State statutes always impose a fiduciary
duty and obligation on the executor, regardless
of the extent of his or her powers . On the other
hand, a testator can also restrict the powers of
the executor rather than expand those given the
executor by law.

Adopted children . For families with adopted
children or grandchildren or the possibility of
adopted children or grandchildren, the will
should specifically state whether they are to be
treated the same as surviving blood descendants .
The insertion of the following clause has avoided
countless problems, both practical and legal, that
may have otherwise resulted if the decedent's
wishes had not been expressly stated in the will :

All references herein to a child or children of mine
or the children or descendants of my children shall
include any child or children either born or lawfully
adopted either prior hereto or after the date hereof.

Appointment of attorney . Many clients desire
the security of knowing that their personal
attorney (who is a "disinterested" third party, the
individual most familiar with their wishes and
desires, and who was instrumental in the prepa-
ration of the will) will be handling all legal mat-
ters related to the probate of their estate . If this
is the case, a specific direction to this effect should
be inserted in the will .

Definition of education . If a person's will pro-
vides a trust fund for a child's health, support,
maintenance, and education, the will should prop-
erly define education . The insertion of the fol-
lowing clause has avoided countless practical and
legal problems :

Education includes, without limitation, the costs of
private schooling, college, graduate school, and pro-
fessional or vocational training .

Proper will execution
The do-it-yourself will is, of course, not rec-
ommended. A will should be drawn by an attor-
ney who is professionally qualified in this area .
To avoid critical errors in the execution of a will,
the attorney should always insist on a personal
office visit for its execution . A will should never
be mailed to the client for execution because of
the following reasons :
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•

	

Many provisions of the will require an
explanation in layman's language. If it is
mailed for execution, clients may be too
shy and hesitant to request an explanation .

•

	

A will should be properly signed, dated,
and witnessed.
In regard to the mechanics of signing and wit-

nessing the will, the following points should be
noted :
1 . The testator, witnesses, and attorney should

be in one room with no one else present .
This adds to the solemnity of the occasion
and emphasizes the importance of the doc-
ument that the testator is about to sign .

2 . There should be at least two witnesses,
preferably three, present . The witnesses
should be in good health, and none should
be related to the testator or his or her
spouse or have any interest in the property
to be disposed of by the will . None of these
individuals should leave the room until the
will is completely executed .

3. The testator should initial each page of the
will at the bottom. As the witnesses watch,
the testator should then date the will and
sign his or her name on the appropriate
line below the date. The testator's initials on
each page of the will significantly mini-
mizes the risk of the will being fraudulently
altered or amended .

4. After execution, the testator should explain
to the witnesses that he or she has just
signed his or her Last Will and Testament
and that the testator requests them to wit-
ness the signing of the will . The witnesses,
in the presence of the testator and each
other, then sign their names and write their
addresses on the lines provided .
Planning tip. The witnesses need not be made

aware of the terms of the will ; they need only see
the testator sign it, and the testator needs to see
the witnesses sign it .

Self-proving seek- At the time of the execution
of the will or at any later date, the will may be
made self-proved through an acknowledgment
by the testator and the affidavits of witnesses that
the testator signed the will and that the testator
signed it willingly and as a free and voluntary act .
The affidavits of the witnesses and the acknowl-
edgment of the testator must be made before an
officer authorized to administer oaths under the
laws of the state where execution of the will
occurred or before an attorney at law . If the affi-
davits and acknowledgment are made before an
attorney at law, the attorney must certify to an
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officer authorized to administer oaths that the
acknowledgment and affidavits were made
before him. Forms for the acknowledgment and
affidavits are set forth in the Uniform Probate
Code .

A self-proving will eliminates the need for the
witnesses to appear before the Register of Wills
or Surrogate Court at the time of probate . This
will save the estate the time and expense of locat-
ing the witnesses and having the witnesses
appear before the Register of Wills or Surrogate
Court. A self-proved will is also advantageous
because it avoids the delay and problems that can
occur if a witness is deceased or is difficult to
locate .

Proper will protection

The original of the fully executed will should be
kept in either the attorney's will safe or in the
client's safe deposit box for its protection and safe-
keeping. The original should never be kept in the
client's home or office, where it is subject to haz-
ards such as fire, theft, destruction, or alteration,
etc .

Most clients prefer to keep the original will
documents in their attorney's will safe . A con-
formed copy of the fully executed document
should therefore be prepared, which the client
should be directed to keep readily available at
home for review and notations . The first page or
the reverse side of the conformed copy should
indicate that the document is a conformed copy
of the will and that the original is kept in the will
safe of the attorney and provide the office
address and telephone number of the attorney .

Planning tip . Testators should review their wills
periodically. Many events that occur during
one's lifetime may require the amendment or com-
plete revision of the will . Such events include mar-
riage, the birth or adoption of a child or
grandchild, divorce or death of a spouse or ben-
eficiary under the will, the acquisition of more
property, a change in financial position, the death
of a child, a change in a child's individual needs,
or a change in the laws .

Maximize marital deduction

The federal estate tax marital deduction, if
properly used, offers the estate planner an
invaluable technique to reduce estate taxes by pro-
viding that any married individual may leave an
unlimited amount of his or her adjusted gross
estate tax-free to his or her surviving spouse .'
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Assets can qualify for the marital deduction with-
out being left outright to the surviving spouse .
The same advantages can be attained through the
use of a marital deduction trust if certain
requirements are satisfied . Therefore, proper plan-
ning can ensure that the property qualifying for
the marital deduction will avoid a double estate
tax. In other words, it will not be taxed in both
the estate of the first spouse to die and later in
the surviving spouse's estate . Rather, on the death
of the surviving spouse, the property that qual-
ified for the marital deduction and thus was passed
estate tax free is taxed only in the estate of the
surviving spouse .

Using the full, unlimited marital deduction
may not always be beneficial . The estate planner
should consider using a marital deduction for-
mula clause that leaves only enough assets qual-
ifying for the marital deduction to the surviving
spouse, to be exactly sufficient (and no more) to
reduce the estate tax payable, after application
of the entire unified credit remaining at the dece-
dent's death, to the lowest possible figure . Only
through proper use of the marital deduction for-
mula can an estate planner fully use the tax advan-
tages of the nonmarital deduction trust at the
surviving spouse's subsequent death .

For example, if the husband used the unlim-
ited marital deduction in the common disaster
example discussed below, the couple's com-
bined estate tax would have increased by
$720,000 . The advice of an estate and tax advi-
sor is therefore indispensable .

Marital deduction trust . A general recom-
mendation for attaining the maximum benefits
of a marital deduction involves using two trusts,
as follows :

The marital deduction trust should include
that part of the total principal to be placed in trust
that, when added to all property passing to the
surviving spouse under the will or other non-
probatable assets qualifying for the marital
deduction, is exactly enough (and no more) to
reduce the federal estate tax payable, after appli-
cation of the entire unified credit remaining at
the decedent's death, to the lowest possible fig-
ure. Only assets that qualify for the marital deduc-
tion should be allocated to this marital deduction
trust .

The marital deduction trust directs that the
income be distributed to the surviving spouse
and that the trustee use the principal for the sur-
viving spouse's welfare, support, or comfort
and to maintain his or her accustomed standard
of living. In addition, the surviving spouse may
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be given the right to make gifts from the trust
to children and grandchildren, for example, so
that he or she would have the opportunity to
deplete the estate (i .e ., the property of which is
includable in his or her estate for tax purposes) .

Planning tip. In order to qualify this trust for
the marital deduction, the testator must give the
surviving spouse a general power of appointment
to dispose of the principal of the trust as he or
she desires. Furthermore, the testator may deter-
mine, in his or her will, who receives the corpus
of the trust, if the surviving spouse fails to exer-
cise this general power of appointment . This type
of trust is generally designated the "A Trust" or
"Marital Deduction Trust ." There are several non-
tax advantages to such an "A Trust" :

It will assure that the assets are carefully
invested by the trustees, protecting the
decedent's family (spouse and children)
from unsound investment policies .
Assets held in trust will be protected from
the family's creditors .
At the surviving spouse's subsequent death,
assets held in trust for his or her benefit
will not be subject to administration costs
in his or her estate resulting in substantial
savings .
Residuary trust . To completely effectuate

estate tax savings, the balance of the estate
should pass to a nonmarital deduction trust, gen-
erally known as a "Unified Credit Trust, "Resid-
uaryTrust; or"B Trust'"This trust is funded with
the unified credit amount, which for 2004 is $1 .5
million in excludible assets (which is equivalent
to a unified tax credit against federal estate tax
liability of $555,800) .

This trust generally directs that the income
be distributed to the surviving spouse in install-
ments, either annually or on a more frequent basis,
and that the trustee use as much of the princi-
pal of this trust for the surviving spouse's health,
support, maintenance and education . On the sur-
viving spouse's death, the remaining principal and
any accumulated income can be divided into equal
trusts for any children (or provide for both chil-
dren and grandchildren) with income and prin-
cipal used for their health, support, maintenance
and education until they attain the age of major-
ity, at which time any accumulated income and
principal will be distributed to them .

Planning tip. A testator may give a child or
grandchild the absolute right to withdraw one-
fifth (or any variation) of the principal of his or
her trust share on the later of: (1) attaining age
25 (or any variation), or (2) the testator's death,
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and 20% every five or seven years thereafter (or
any other variation) . The "later of x years and
death" language (i .e ., extending the invasion
period) promotes greater professional manage-
ment of the trust assets, prevents unwise invest-
ments, and can protect a child's assets from a
potential bad marriage .

The advantage of this type of trust is that prin-
cipal and income from the trust may eventually
pass to one's children without an estate tax being
imposed on the trust principal and income
when the surviving spouse dies . In other words,
the surviving spouse has the economic benefit
of this portion of the estate without the disad-
vantage of having it taxed on his or her subse-
quent death . Therefore, it is recommended that
the principal in the "A Trust"be dissipated first,
together with the surviving spouse's own personal
assets in case he or she requires them to main-
tain his or her accustomed standard of living . This
allows the "B Trust" to remain intact as a reserve
fund until the surviving spouse's subsequent death,
enabling the assets to pass completely estate tax
free. This is the reason principal from the "B Trust"
is made available to the surviving spouse only
after the"A Trust" is exhausted. Furthermore, in
order to provide for family needs that may
change from time to time, the surviving spouse
may also be given the right to make gifts from
the 'B Trust" to children and grandchildren and
to direct the manner in which the principal is to
be distributed to them at the spouse's death .

°GTIP" trust. Transfers of certain terminable
interests can qualify for the estate tax marital
deduction if the decedent's executor so elects and
certain other conditions are satisfied.' This is called
a QTIP (funded with "qualified terminable
interest property") trust .A benefit of a QTIP trust
is that it assures that the assets are carefully and
professionally managed and invested by the
trustee, thereby protecting a person's entire
family from unsound investment policies . In addi-
tion, the assets in the trust may be protected from
family creditors or second marriages, and they
will not be subject to the administration costs
and expenses in the surviving spouse's estate,
which may result in substantial administrative
savings .

Lastly, on the surviving spouse's death, there
is absolute assurance that the remaining assets
of the trust will be distributed according to the
wishes and directions of the first spouse to die
(i .e., to or in trust for the first-to-die spouse's chil-
dren or grandchildren, and not the second
spouse's children or grandchildren) .
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This example illustrates that claiming the largest
possible marital deduction is not always the best
course to follow. If the unlimited marital deduc-
tion was used for Bill's estate, no estate tax would
be owed on his death . However, as illustrated
below, Bill would waste his unified credit, and the
couple's overall estate tax bill would increase on
Betty's death because an additional $1 .5 million
of the marital deduction would be taxed in her
estate at a 48% tax rate .

Again, it must be emphasized that the tax and
estate planner consider the ramifications to
both the deceased spouse's estate and the future
estate of the surviving spouse when using the mar-
ital deduction .

Limited survivor clause

Provision should be made to avoid double tax-
ation and needless administration costs regard-
ing personalty if both spouses should die within
a short period of each other. A bequest or other
gift to a spouse may be conditioned on his or her
surviving the decedent if the condition of sur-
vivorship is not limited to more than six months ."
This is one of the exceptions to the "terminable
interest" rule, which disallows the marital deduc-
tion if the interest passing to the surviving
spouse is terminable in nature (but note that the
"income-only trust" is a terminable interest) . To
avoid delays in administration and probate, it is
recommended that a bequest to a surviving spouse
be conditioned on his surviving the decedent by
60 days .
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Conclusion
Too many individuals die without a will . The rea-

sons offered for this by those who have not yet

executed a will and by the surviving relatives of

those who have died intestate generally fall into

one of the following categories :
The mistaken view that the process of

administering an estate applies to only

those who die with a will and that the costs

of administration are avoided if there is

death without a will .

The common misconception that a person

can more easily avoid death taxes by dying

intestate or without a will .

The erroneous notion that dying intestate

avoids the delays that may otherwise occur

before the beneficiaries actually receive the

decedent's property .
The superstitious belief that the prepara-

tion and execution of a will hastens a per-

son's death .

The fear of high legal costs for the prepara-

tion of a will, which to the contrary are

generally nominal .

Procrastination .

Through client education and sound estate

planning, tax professionals can help their clients

understand the importance of having a will and

ensure that the wills their clients do execute are

adequate to carry out their intentions . ∎

MOTES
2

See 20 Pa .C .S . § 2102)1), (2), and (3) .
See 20 Pa .C .S . § 2102(4) .

a See 20 Pa .C .S . § 2103 .
° See N .J . Stat. § 3B'.5-3 .
s See N .J . Stat § 3B'.5-4 .
s See 20 Pa .C .S § 3156 .

See Section 2056(a)° See Section
2056(b))]) .

s See Section 2044)b))1((A) .
10 See Section 2207A .
11 See Section 2056)b))3) .
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Bill Betty
Adjusted gross estate $5,000,000 $5,300,000

Marital deduction 5,000,000

Taxable estate -0- $5,300,000

Tentative tax -0- $2,364,800

Less : Unified credit $555,800 555,800
Estate tax -0- $1,809,000

Extra tax for using full
marital deduction $720,000
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